
 
SAFETY-INSTRUCTIONS 

TROLLER MULTI-TROLLEY: 

 
 
A.0 General 
A.1 P-Invent AB is not liable for injury to persons, damage to movable or immovable property or 

damage caused by the improper use of Troller in conflict with the assembly instructions, provided 
by in writing or verbally, by P-Invent or a P-Invent dealer 

A.2 The multi-trolley and its parts must not be modified in any way. 
A.3 Read carefully Safety-instructions and User Manual before using the productA.4 The Safety 

instructions should be retained for future reference and to ensure that any other users of the 
multi-trolley Troller are familiar with this content. 

 
B.0 Handling 
B.1 Before use, make sure Troller has no damage or defects 
B.2 Troller's maximum load, as specified in the operating instructions, must not be exceeded. 
B.3 Make sure that Troller's feet’s and wheels are always clean to prevent scratches and damage to 

the car and the product to be handled, e.g. kayak 
B.4 Make sure that the contact surfaces of the car are always clean to prevent damage to paint and 

car windows etc. To protect the surfaces, advantageously, put a form of a towel or similar 
placed on the car on which Troller rests. 

B.5 Adjust your feet by screwing the foots so that Troller's four feet’s support the surface and stand 
firm and that the unit is in a horizontal position 

B.6 Always secure the Troller with a strap or likewise between the roof rail and the hook of the 
Troller before use. 

B.7 To prevent damage to rudder and handled material e.g. kayaking during loading and unload can 
underlay advantageously be placed on the ground. Make sure the kayak cannot slide on the 
surface / ground. 

B.8 When loading and unloading it is important to move the material e.g. kayak in the straight 
direction of rotation of the wheels to prevent the risk to roll off the Troller. 

B.9 Make sure that the material (kayak) that is loaded is moved without twisting and side loading 
all the way up and down to eliminate the risk of Troller overturning when it is placed on the car, 
always compensate for any possible. inclination with adjustable feet to horizontal position. 

B.10 When transporting material on the ground, secure the kayak if necessary, with e.g. a strap 
through Troller's loops 

B.11 Work slowly and methodically, we wish you a good usefulness. 
 

More information, instructions and manuals, www.troller.site 

  


